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WorkedUp: Is This Paid Family
Leave’s Moment?
August 10, 2017

Matt Steinberg welcomes prominent members of the
NYC Plaintiff’s bar and mother-daughter guest team
Laurie Berke-Weiss and Alex Berke to discuss the
recent proliferation of state and local paid family
leave statutes; paid family leave and the progressive
movement; how millennials are shaping the debate;
federal paid family leave proposals; benefits v.
compliance for employers; and paid family leave law
litigation and enforcement trends.

Listen here

The Akerman WorkedUp Podcast explores the ever-
changing employment law and human resources
landscape and features a diverse set of guests,
including defense lawyers, plaintiff-side lawyers, in-
house counsel, business executives, government
agency representatives, and other thought leaders.
Hosted by Akerman Labor & Employment
partner, Matt Steinberg, WorkedUp combines candid
discussions, practical insights, and comic relief for
the legal and business community. Subscribe on
your mobile device (iOS / Android).

These podcasts have been prepared by Akerman LLP
for informational purposes only and do not
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constitute legal advice. The information is not
provided in the course of an attorney-client
relationship and is not intended to substitute for
legal advice from an attorney licensed in your
jurisdiction. Furthermore, Akerman LLP requests
that you do not send confidential information or
requests for legal advice via email. We will delete all
communications of this nature. The information
contained in these podcasts is provided only as
general information, which may or may not reflect
the most current legal developments. These podcasts
occasionally contains references to other web pages
and sources. The inclusion of such references,
however, does not constitute referrals or
endorsements of the referenced sources. Akerman
LLP specifically disclaims any responsibility for
positions taken by listeners in their individual
capacities or for any misunderstanding on the part
of listeners of these podcasts or any referenced
sources. The hiring of a lawyer is an important
decision that should not be based solely upon
advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send
you free, written information about our
qualifications and experience.


